
A Selected Bibliography

This bibliography lists sources for the history of Chinese Americans and Japanese Americans in the city of Portland and the state of Oregon, and less comprehensively, the Pacific Northwest. A list of Japanese newspapers published in Portland is also included.

Many of the cited sources may be found in the Multnomah County Library: [http://catalog.multcolib.org/](http://catalog.multcolib.org/) or the Research Library of the Oregon Historical Society: [http://librarycatalog.ohs.org/WebOPAC/](http://librarycatalog.ohs.org/WebOPAC/). Some of the more elusive works may be found using the Orbis Cascade Alliance’s Summit union catalogue, which joins the online catalogs of over 30 Pacific Northwest college and university libraries: [http://summit.worldcat.org/](http://summit.worldcat.org/).

This document will be updated from time-to-time; corrections and additions may be sent to: Nicholas T. Starin, Portland Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, 1900 SW 4th Ave., Suite 7100, Portland, OR, 97201; nicholas.starin@portlandoregon.gov.

---

**Chinese Americans**


Liestman, Daniel. “‘To Win Redeemed Souls from Heathen Darkness’: Protestant Response to the Chinese of the Pacific Northwest in the Late Nineteenth Century.” Western Historical Quarterly, 24 (May 1993): 179-201.


**Portland Chinese Newspapers**

*The New Republic.* Published: ca. 1912.

*Oregon Chinese News.* Published: 1989? - ?

*Portland Chinese Times.* Published: ?

**Japanese Americans**


Miscellaneous Japanese Language Newspapers, Filmed from the Originals Loaned to the University of Washington by Various Groups. Microfilm reel of scattered issues of various Japanese-American newspapers published in Washington and Oregon from 1927 to 1955. Contents include: Hokubei Hichō; Hokubei Jiji; Kōsatsu Jihō; Nichi-Bei Hyōron; Oshū Seinen; Oregon Shūhō; Ōshū Jiji; Ōshū Nippō; Taishō [Tacoma]; Takama Jihō; Takama Shihō.


——-. Oregon State Library, Comp. Resolved, That Japanese Should Be Admitted to the Privileges of American Citizenship on the Same Basis as Other Peoples: Bibliography. [Salem?): [s.n.]. [n.d.]


Sumida, Stephen H. “Hawaii, the Northwest, and Asia: Localism and Local Literary Developments in the Creation of an Asian Immigrants’ Sensibility.” *Seattle Review,* (Summer, 1988): 9–18.


**Portland Japanese Newspapers**

*Kōsuto Jihō* [コースト時報 = *The Coast Times*]. Weekly. Published: 1929? – 1939?


*Ōshū Nippō* [The Oregon News]. Daily. Published: Began 1908; suspended 1942-1945; resumed 1945 as a mimeographed newspaper; ceased between 1952 and 1955. Continuation of *Oregon Shinpō*. Continued by *Oregon Shīhō*.


*Ōshū Seinen* [央州青年]. Bimonthly. Published: 1926 – 1927?

*Taishū* [大衆]. Semimonthly. Published: ca. 1929 – ca. 1934?
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